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Using the versatility of appliqué and free-machine  embroidery, Sarah has created a 

collection of contemporary, functional and decorative textile pieces featuring quirky 

and characterful imagery. 

As well as statement interior pieces, Sarah’s work includes pouches , pictures and 

covered journals, ideal  gifts. Each piece is individually stitched using high quality 

linen and upcycled printed cotton  fabrics, so no two pieces are ever the same. 

Sarah is a textile artist who takes her inspiration from the surrounding landscape of 

the Lake District and West Cumbria.  

She is fortunate to have made her studio in a renovated  summer house in the    

garden of her West Cumbria home.  

 



        Lampshades 
Beautiful handmade drum lampshades created with 

high quality linen and cotton  fabrics, embellished 

with applique and free-machine embroidery and 

signed with Sarah’s machine embroidered signature. 

The shades are lined with a pvc backing which has 

passed a glow wire test carried out by the Lighting  

Association. 

Available in two sizes: 

20cm height x 20cm diameter 

30cm height x 20cm diameter 

 

     

A collection of linen cushions, available as stand 

alone  items or to co-ordinate with lampshades.  

Each is finished with a coordinating fabric on the 

reverse with zip fastening and a feather inner. 

 

Available in two sizes: 

30cm x 30cm 

50cm x 30cm 

 

Cushions 
  



 

Beautiful fabric bowls taking inspiration 

from the textures of wheel thrown ceramics  

 - the perfect finishing touch. 

 

Bowls 

 

  Pictures and Mini-frames 

A collection of miniature appliqué and machine     

embroidered pictures, embellished with hand stitched  

detail and buttons, presented in a mini box frame. 

 

 10cm x 10cm 

 



Covered notebooks 

These neat little linen notebook covers are the perfect 

size to pop in a bag or pocket.  

Each one is lined with a co-ordinating fabric and  

fastened with a ribbon tie.  

Covers are refillable with a standard A6 sized     

notebook. 

   11cm x 16cm 

 

Make-up/ toiletries bag 

 

A compact sized pouch for make-up or toiletries.  

Neat enough to fit in your bag, but roomy enough 

for all the essentials. 

 Features Sarah’s signature designs and                                     

a wipe clean patterned lining. 

 

   20cm x 14cm 

 



 Pencil pouch 

Perfect for pencils, make-up brushes, sewing   

equipment and glasses - just not all at once! 

Applique designs created using high quality linen 

and cotton and carefully selected cotton lining to    

compliment each design.          
 

               25cm x 8cm 

 

Coin purse 

The perfect sized purse to slip into your pocket, 

but roomy enough to hold loose change and a 

bank card. 

Embellished with applique and free-machine       

embroidery and finished with a          

contrasting zip fastener. 

   

           11cm x 13cm 

 



The Engineer Little Spot Bird watching Pink vase Blue vase 

Myrtle & 

Jerome Trumpet 
Wild Flower 

Winter morning Still life Tall Daisy 

Greetings cards 

A range of printed greetings cards featuring Sarah’s 

original embroideries and quirky characters. 

 



Contact me 

sarah@sarahames.co.uk 

 07714 267763 

 

  

                 www.sarahames.co.uk 


